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[1] THE COURT:  Given that emotions are running high amongst the members 

and the former members of this religious society, I thought it best if some certainty 

were created for the society with a minimum of delay. As such, I have decided to 

issue oral reasons in this complex matter in order to help return the energies of this 

society to its true objects as soon as possible. 

[2] I reserve the right to amend these oral reasons should a transcript be 

ordered, to correct typographical or citation errors, or to improve clarity, but the 

result will not change. 

[3] In terms of an overview, the petitioner Bill Basra is a member and director of 

Shri Guru Ravidass Sabha (Vancouver) (the "Society"). Until January 27, 2017, the 

petitioner Mr. Bhatti was also a member. The petitioners allege that the recent 

membership enrollment process was not conducted in accordance with the Society's 

bylaws, nor in a fair and transparent manner. In the case of Mr. Bhatti, he specifically 

alleges that the decision not to grant him membership was also improper. 

[4] The petitioners seek remedies under the Societies Act, S.B.C. 2015, c. 18 

(the “Act”) invalidating certain membership applications, reinstating Mr. Bhatti's 

membership and other corollary relief. 

[5] In the case of Samra v. Guru Nanak Gurdwara Society, 2008 BCCA 202, at 

para. 107, the Court of Appeal cited with approval the remarks of Smart J. from the 

court below in which he stated: 

The requirements for membership in a society and the process by which 
determinations are made as to whether an applicant has met those 
requirements are matters of great importance to a society. Further, as it is 
only members who may vote at general meetings and at the election of a 
society’s executive, the integrity of the membership enrolment process is 
closely connected to the integrity of the election itself. If membership 
enrolment is not conducted fairly, then it is unlikely that the election will be 
fair. 

[6] This excerpt summarizes the approach I have sought to adopt in these 

reasons. 
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[7] The petitioners raise a number of issues with the membership renewal 

process. For the reasons I will outline below, I have concluded that only two merit 

judicial intervention. First, the manner in which the board managed the admitted 

error in the publication of the times to drop off membership forms in Kelowna and 

Vernon; and secondly, the decision to refuse Mr. Bhatti membership. 

[8] In terms of the background facts, this Society is, as I have noted, an 

incorporated society under the Act and its bylaws govern its operation. As it relates 

to membership, the relevant portions of the Society bylaws are set out in ss. 3.1 to 

3.14. The most relevant portions for the purposes of this application are as follows:  

Membership Criteria 

3.1 The members of the Society are those persons who were members of 
the Society as of September 11, 2005, and those persons who 
subsequently become members in accordance with these Bylaws and 
who, in either case, have not ceased to be members. 

3.2 General membership shall be open to all persons who:   

(a) Are of 16 years of age or over; 

(b) Have faith in and follow the teachings of Shri Guru 
Ravidass Ji; 

(c) Shall abide by the purposes and the Bylaws of the 
Sabha and promote the goals of Shri Guru Ravidass 
Sabha to the best interest of its community; 

(d) Shall not be members of any other temple, 
organization, institution or association whose 
teachings, philosophy and ideals conflict with or 
compete with those of the Sabha; 

(e) Are residents of British Columbia only; 

(f) Are Canadian Citizens or Permanent Residents in 
Canada (British Columbia); 

(g) Are from the Ravidassia community; and 

(h) Have applied for membership and been accepted as 
members in accordance with these Bylaws. 

3.3 Every member shall uphold the Constitution and comply with these 
Bylaws. 

Application for Membership 

3.4 A person meeting the general criteria for membership may apply for 
membership in the Society by submitting a completed and signed, 
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written application, in such form as may be prescribed from time to 
time by the Board of Directors of the Society. 

3.5 All applications for membership shall be reviewed by the Board of 
Directors, and the Board of Directors shall determine, having regard to 
the criteria for membership set forth above, which applicants for 
membership shall become members of the Society. 

… 

Cessation and Suspension of Membership 

3.7 A person shall cease to be a member of the Society: 

… 

(c) On being expelled from the Society in accordance with 
these Bylaws. 

… 

3.9 A member may be expelled from the Society by a Special Resolution 
of the members passed at a general meeting duly called for that 
purpose. A member faced with expulsion shall be given an opportunity 
to be heard at the general meeting called for that purpose before the 
Special Resolution is put to a vote. Before calling a meeting to 
consider the expulsion of a member, the Board of Directors must have 
consulted with the Board of Trustees regarding the person's expulsion 
and must have provided a brief written statement of the reason or 
reasons for the proposed expulsion in the Notice of Special 
Resolution for expulsion. 

Renewal of Membership 

… 

3.13 A person who becomes a member of the Society after the date these 
Bylaws are adopted, or whose membership is renewed, shall remain a 
member until December 31, 2016, unless their membership is 
terminated earlier in accordance with these Bylaws or the Society Act. 

3.14 The Board of Directors then in place shall determine the process for 
renewing memberships in 2016. 

[9] The petitioners also rely on s. 19.9 of the bylaws which states: 

19.9 …Any procedures adopted by the Election Committee must take into 
account the overriding need to ensure that elections must be fair and 
transparent. 

[10] As noted in s. 3.13, all of the memberships in the Society were due to 

terminate on December 31, 2016, requiring that a new membership process occur. 

On October 2, 2016, the Society held a board meeting to discuss the proposed 
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membership form for the upcoming membership enrollment process (the "Form"). 

The board reviewed the existing form.  

[11] Mr. Basra objected to this form because it included language that he felt was 

inconsistent with the membership requirements established by s. 3.2 of the bylaws. 

Specifically, the form included language requiring the applicant to declare and 

pledge that they were of the Chamar caste ancestry notwithstanding that the words 

"Chamar caste ancestry" are not used in bylaw s. 3.2 above. Nonetheless, the 

directors purported to approve the form at their meeting on October 2, 2016. 

[12] While there were discussions about the Form between counsel and others 

after October 2, 2016, there is no evidence that the board ever revisited their 

approval after that date. Nor were any material changes to the Form considered by 

the board after the October 2, 2016 meeting. 

[13] The board also had to establish a process for receipt of the Forms. There is 

some lack of clarity in the evidence on this point. As a small society, its minutes are 

not as comprehensive or as clear as a lawyer would like. They are often handwritten.  

[14] Mr. Basra said he had a discussion with Mr. Lealh in which Mr. Lealh 

indicated that two members of each of the so-called Sohpaul Group headed by 

Mr. Lealh, and the Basra Group headed by Mr. Basra, could be present to collect 

forms. Further, Mr. Basra suggests Mr. Lealh confirmed that one member of each of 

the Sohpaul Group and the Basra Group would sign off on each Form, as well as 

initial the top of the Form itself.  

[15] The Society's evidence differs somewhat. The Society says the board 

decided that any director or trustee could accept Forms at the designated times and 

places, and that all directors and trustees were welcome to attend the Form 

collection process, including Mr. Basra. Unfortunately, the minutes of the October 2, 

2016 meeting, at which a process was said to have been determined, do not fully 

detail the nature of the agreed process, particularly from the perspective of the 

management of the intake of the forms. There is greater clarity surrounding the 
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agreed times and place for drop-off, which were eventually translated into an 

instruction sheet dated October 18, 2016, that was distributed beginning at that time.  

[16] However, in relation to the agreed process there is some additional evidence 

in the form of a letter from the Society's lawyer Mr. Turner on October 28, 2016, in 

which he states: 

I understand the Society intended to start the membership renewal process 
on Saturday. All members of the board, including Mr. Basra and his 
supporters, are invited to participate in the process. Please tell your client that 
he is welcome to attend on Saturday and Sunday. 

[17] Forms started to be collected at the Sabha on October 29, 2016. The process 

proceeded reasonably smoothly until mid-December. A member of the Basra Group 

initialled approximately 1,007 of the approximately 1,800 membership forms that 

were collected at the Sabha. By the end of the process 2,049 forms were collected 

in total, of which at least 249 were collected at out-of-town locations. 

[18] In terms of those out-of-town locations, on December 13, 2016, there was a 

board meeting at which a decision was made to set up five locations where people 

could drop off Forms out of town. This decision was said to be motivated by the 

horrible weather in the Lower Mainland during December 2016, and concerns about 

the pending end-of-year deadline. The court is well aware and able to take judicial 

notice of this meteorological fact. The reason for out-of-town collection was also said 

to be motivated by complaints received from members.  

[19] Mr. Basra says that he was not able to attend these out-of-town collection 

periods, the first of which was scheduled for nine days hence on December 22, 

2016. No one from his group did attend at these collection sites. 

[20] The work at three of the five collection locations appeared to proceed without 

any material problems other than the absence of any member from the Basra Group. 

However, the meetings in Vernon and Kelowna were plagued by a series of 

unfortunate events.  
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[21] First, the board member tasked with attending these two meetings was 

prevented from travelling on the designated date. At this point, without the benefit of 

a board meeting, Mr. Lealh took it upon himself to reschedule these two collection 

dates for December 29. He did not seek Mr. Basra's input on this new date. A new 

notice was sent out. However, the times on this second notice were incorrect. The 

intended Vernon times were swapped with the intended Kelowna times. 

[22] Mr. Ghirra says that he called the heads of extended families in Vernon and 

Kelowna to let them know about the error. There was no board meeting to discuss 

the appropriateness or completeness of this additional effort at correcting the 

problem.  

[23] There is evidence from members who attended at the times set out in the 

incorrect notice that they were unable to submit their Forms. 

[24] On January 1, 2017, there was a final collection session at the Sabha 

scheduled to end at 8:00 p.m. There was no final count or approval of the forms on 

that day. 

[25] On January 3, 2017, Mr. Lealh and certain other board members purported to 

seal the memberships after several suggestions from Mr. Basra that this be done. 

However, the sealing was not complete as there were certain out-of-town forms from 

Vernon, Kelowna and Prince George that were being held at board directors' homes. 

These forms were brought to the board meeting on January 7. 

[26] On January 7, 2017, there was a meeting at which the forms were counted. 

On January 15, 2017, there was a board meeting at which the forms were to be 

reviewed for completeness. Mr. Lealh stated at the beginning of the meeting that he 

reviewed the 2,049 forms and rejected six. Mr. Basra stated that Mr. Lealh's 

approval was insufficient and the board must conduct its own review.  

[27] A five-hour review meeting then took place. Board members were not allowed 

to take notes based on privacy concerns. At the end of the meeting the Basra Group 
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complained that 129 forms were incomplete. The board then determined that only 

six should be rejected. 

[28] At the board meeting on January 27, 2017, three more were rejected, 

including Mr. Bhatti's, which is discussed further below. Since then the Society's 

lawyer has agreed that a seventh should be rejected. The petitioner's counsel has 

since conducted a further review of the forms and their position at the hearing was 

that 562 should be rejected for: missing birth dates (24); missing declarations or 

failure to check the box on legal status (13); inadequate identification (231); 

duplicate information between forms (16); and the lack of Basra Group initials (278). 

[29] There was an extraordinary general meeting set for February 5, 2017. There 

was a failed injunction application to stop this meeting and it went ahead. Certain 

bylaw amendment measures were passed. The amended petition raises issues with 

the conduct of this meeting. However, the parties agree that this aspect of the 

petition need not be addressed at this time, except insofar as any ruling on 

membership might inevitably affect the validity of the meeting generally. 

[30] In terms of the facts specific to Mr. Bhatti, at the end of the January 15, 2017 

meeting Mr. Lealh stated that Mr. Bhatti's membership was in dispute. A letter was 

sent to Mr. Bhatti on January 20, 2017, advising Mr. Bhatti of this dispute. On 

January 27, 2017, there was a board meeting at which Mr. Bhatti's membership was 

rejected. The minutes of that meeting were not put into evidence. 

[31] The circumstances regarding the rejection of Mr. Bhatti's membership require 

a step backwards in the chronology. In or about March 2006, the Society held a 

Nagar Kirtan Parade in honour of the birth of Guru Ravidass Ji. Mr. Bhatti was not 

able to attend the parade. However, a member of the Society sent Mr. Bhatti a 

photograph of a jeep driving at the front of the parade that said “Shonki Jatt”. 

“Shonki Jatt” appears above the licence plate and is written in Punjabi. Mr. Bhatti's 

evidence is that “Shonki Jatt” roughly translates into “hobbyist Jatt.” “Jatt” is said to 

be a name for a historical caste that was higher than the historical caste of the 
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Ravidassia community and whose members sometimes participated in the 

exploitation of lower castes. 

[32] Mr. Bhatti states that he was told by a member of the Society that the 

member took offence to that statement. Mr. Bhatti agreed that the statement was 

offensive because it appeared to be promoting or approving the exploitation of the 

lowest castes in a Ravidassia parade. Mr. Bhatti says that the teachings of the Guru 

Ravidass Ji did not support the caste system, and Mr. Bhatti felt that it was 

inappropriate for a lead jeep in a parade commemorating the birth of Guru Ravidass 

Ji to appear to promote the caste system. 

[33] At this time, Mr. Bhatti was a member of a conversation group called “Team 

Ravidassia” within the messaging application “WhatsApp”. Discussions within this 

message group are not accessible by the general public. There were other directors 

and members of the Society in the conversation group. Mr. Bhatti wrote the following 

in this conversation group: 

This was another Sikh parade, it was led by people who exploit 
chammars [sic] the most , who Do not Pay the wages to the workers And 
rape our community girls and exploitation goes on and on. 

[34] Mr. Bhatti said that his remarks were not directed towards any particular 

Society member. There is some evidence that at least one other member of the 

group agreed with Mr. Bhatti.  

[35] On March 24, 2016, Mr. Lealh, then president of the Society, sent a letter on 

society letterhead demanding that Mr. Bhatti retract his statements in the group chat 

and apologize. He states: 

… If I had the power to do so, I would suspend you as a director of the 
Society until you have done so. However, I have been advised by counsel 
that I cannot, without a special resolution of the members, remove you as a 
director. In the circumstances I do not intend to put the Society to this 
expense.  

However, please take this letter as my notice to you that unless you have 
issued a retraction and apology in forms satisfactory to the Society, your 
membership in the Society will not be renewed when it expires on 
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December 31, 2016, and you will not be readmitted to membership until such 
time as you have adequately and properly apologized to the Society and to 
the leaders of the Nagar Kirtan Parade. 

[36] At or about April 4, 2016,. Mr. Bhatti received a further letter advising that the 

board had unanimously passed a resolution at its April 3, 2016 meeting that: 

...you immediately give explanation and or apologize in writing to the 
committee for the allegations you have made on social media against our 
Society, which are untrue and would appear to be slanderous and hate you 
are spreading in the community that is considered a serious hate crime.  

If we do not hear from you in this matter, we will have no other solution than 
to take legal action against you according to the constitution of the society. 

[37] No such legal action was ever taken. 

[38] On June 12, 2016, Mr. Bhatti attended a board meeting at which he explained 

his perspective and position on the message. On July 1, 2016, Mr. Bhatti emailed 

Mr. Lealh concerning these issues in which he reiterated the explanation he 

provided at the June 12, 2016 board meeting: 

Mr. President,   

“Discuss president Leah's [sic] letter dated 24th May 2016 and addressed to 
Barjinder Bhatti by email on 25th May 2016.  

I would like to explain that my comments on “what’s up [sic] were not against 
any group. As Guru Ravidass taught us I am against caste system. My 
reaction was against the wording “Shonki Jat”. To have this wording on a 
Jeep that led the parade is against teachings of Guru Ravidass Ji.  

I gave this explanation to the board at the last board meeting on June 12th 
2016. So I request you to withdraw this letter Asap.  

I believe the letter you wrote to me seems to be one of bullying and abusive 
of your powers as president. Therefore I request that you withdraw your 
letter.  

If you do not withdraw this letter before AGM then For the July 3rd AGM of 
Sabha, I would like to call for a motion to add this item to the agenda. 

Thanks  
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Regards 

Barjinder Bhatti 

[39] On July 3, 2016, Mr. Bhatti attempted to add a motion to deal with this issue 

at the annual general meeting of the Society. However, Mr. Bhatti's request to add 

such a motion was refused. The board and the Sohpaul Group did not take any 

further steps concerning the text message until they refused Mr. Bhatti's 

membership on January 27, 2017, more than six months later. 

[40] Coming back to the general facts, on February 1, 2017, Mr. Basra 

commenced this petition. Through an order made at the outset of the hearing 

Mr. Bhatti was added as a petitioner and certain amendments were made to the 

petition. In providing this general overview of events, I am aware that I am omitting 

some details and that some details I have included are in dispute. My purpose is to 

provide some of the background to the issues I must resolve. 

The Parties' Positions  

[41] The petitioners raise a great number of complaints about the conduct of the 

membership drive between October 2016 and January 2017. I will summarize the positions 

of the parties below in relation to the key alleged irregularities. There was a broad-swath 

approach adopted by the petitioners, so this list is not necessarily exhaustive. Where I have 

not expressly addressed a specific complaint, I have considered it (for example, the refusal to 

stop collection to allow Mr. Basra to take a five-minute bathroom break), and have 

determined that it did not rise to the level of a substantial irregularity. I have addressed the 12 

most important complaints below: 

1. The Form Content 

[42] The petitioners raise a concern that the words "Chamar Caste" were included on the 

Form although those words were not used in the bylaw. The respondent says that: (1) the 

Form was substantially the same as that used previously, which did include this language, (2) 

the petitioner himself swore to the appropriateness of including this language in an affidavit 

he swore previously, in response to a human rights complaint, and (3) the language was 
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designed to assist the board in assessing whether an individual was part of the Ravidassia 

community, which is expressly noted as a requirement in the bylaws. 

2. The Form Approval 

[43] The petitioners say that the form was never properly approved. The respondent says 

that the form was approved on October 2, 2016, and that in any event the form largely 

mirrored the form approved previously. 

3. The Form Collection 

[44] The petitioners say that there was not always initialling performed on the 

forms by members of both groups as agreed and required. The respondent says 

that:  (1) such initialling was not required by the bylaws; and (2) there was never a 

formal agreement by the board to adopt such a process. 

4. The Decision to Allow Out-Of-Town Voting 

[45] The petitioners say that having adopted a process on October 2, 2006, the 

board should not have changed that process to allow out-of-town voting in 

December. The respondent says that this decision to amend the process was within 

their authority as a board, was properly made in response to both the bad weather 

facing the Lower Mainland in December 2016 and in response to complaints 

received from members. 

5. The Failure to Ensure that the Basra Group could Monitor Out-Of-Town 
Voting 

[46] The petitioners say that the board did not adequately accommodate the Basra 

Group in terms of establishing the dates of the out-of-town meetings, and in 

particular by setting more simultaneous dates than the Basra Group could staff. The 

respondent says that these dates were established with some urgency given the 

pending expiring membership period, and that nine days’ notice was adequate. 
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6. The Failure to have the Board Vote on the Change in the Date for the 
Voting in Kelowna and Vernon 

[47] The petitioners say that the failure to have the board approve the change in 

date for Vernon and Kelowna was a clear irregularity. The Society notes again the 

exigencies of the situation. 

7. The Decision to Proceed with Voting in Vernon and Kelowna 
Notwithstanding the Error in the Collection Times in the Notice to 
Out-of-Town Members 

[48] The petitioners say that the error in the times was a clear irregularity. The 

respondent says that this irregularity was effectively managed by Mr. Ghirra's efforts 

to call the heads of families in the affected areas. 

8. The Failure to Seal the Forms 

[49] The petitioners say that sealing the ballots was necessary to ensure a fair and 

transparent process. The respondent says:  (1) there is no requirement for sealing in 

the bylaws; (2) the respondent did not raise a need for sealing until very late in the 

process; and (3) the purported but incomplete efforts to seal were only adopted to 

manage Mr. Basra's complaints and not out of any legal obligation. 

9. The Failure to Count and Process the Forms before January 15 

[50] The petitioners say that the ballots should have been counted immediately on 

January 1. The respondent says that there is no bylaw requirement for an immediate 

count or review and that, at a practical level, it would have been very late on 

January 1 before such a review could begin. People were tired and tensions were 

running high. 

10. The Failure to Properly Conduct the Meeting to Approve the Ballots of 
January 15 

[51] The petitioners say that the meeting was hurried given the number of Forms 

to review, and that they were not allowed to take notes. The respondent says that 

five hours is adequate, that the meeting was not hurried, and that there were privacy 
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concerns that justified not allowing members of either group to record personal 

information. 

11. The Decision to Approve Allegedly Incomplete or Flawed Ballots 

[52] The petitioners say that for a Form to be valid, each section must be 

completed, particularly those asking for birth dates and the specific particulars of the 

legal status. The respondent says that the specific questions regarding birth date are 

simply a secondary check on the general declaration required in every Form by 

every proposed member that they meet the age and legal status requirements found 

on the form. They also state that the high percentage of repeat members mitigates 

any concern that might otherwise arise. 

12. The Decision to not Grant Mr. Bhatti Membership 

[53] The petitioners say that once the issue was raised in April of 2016, the board 

should have addressed the complaint about the text message at that time rather 

than lying in wait for the membership renewal process many months later. They say 

that given the importance to Mr. Bhatti of his religious identity, it was necessary that 

the board be scrupulous in its attention to procedural fairness. The petitioners note 

that Mr. Bhatti did everything he could to address the matter promptly, including 

providing an explanation at a board meeting and inviting the board to address the 

issue at a full AGM, which did not happen. Finally, the petitioners say that the 2017 

decision to exclude Mr. Bhatti is not properly supported and that there is no explicit 

evidence before the court that the issue of his qualifications at that time were 

squarely addressed and considered by the board. 

[54] The respondent says that the conduct of Mr. Bhatti in issuing the single text 

message was so fundamental that he no longer met the requirements for 

membership including that the requirement that the members "follow the teachings 

of Shri Guru Ravidass Ji," (section 3.2(b)), and that the members "abide by the 

purposes and the Bylaws of the Sabha and promote the goals of Shri Guru Ravidass 

Sabha to the best interest of its community," (section 3.2(c)). 
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[55] The respondent says that it was entitled to not pursue the matter further at the 

time, and to await processing the issue further until the end of the year, as part of 

the fresh membership process. The respondent says that the petitioner was on 

notice of this risk through the May 24, 2016 letter from Mr. Lealh. 

[56] For purposes of brevity and convenience I will refer to these complaints going 

forward by their identified number, i.e., Complaints 1-12. 

The Applicable Legal Principles 

[57] On November 28, 2016, the Society Act, R.S.B.C. 1996 c. 433, was repealed 

and replaced by the Societies Act, S.B.C. 2015, c. 18. The court's power to remedy 

irregularities is found in s. 105 of the new act, which largely parallels s. 85 of the 

predecessor act. Section 105 states: 

Court may remedy irregularities 

105  (1) This section applies if an omission, defect, error or irregularity in the conduct 
of the activities or internal affairs of a society results in 

(a) a contravention of this Act or the regulations, 

(b) the society acting inconsistently with or contrary to its 
purposes, 

(c) a default in compliance with the bylaws of the society, 

(d) proceedings at, or in connection with, a meeting of 
members or directors of the society, or an assembly purporting 
to be such a meeting, being rendered ineffective, or 

(e) a resolution consented to by members or directors of the 
society, or records purporting to be such a resolution, being 
rendered ineffective. 

(2) Despite any other provision of this Act, if an omission, 
defect, error or irregularity described in subsection (1) occurs, 

(a) the court may, either on its own motion or on the 
application of a person whom the court considers to be an 
appropriate person to make an application under this section, 
make an order 

(i) to correct or cause to be corrected, or to 
negative or modify or cause to be modified, the 
consequences in law of the omission, defect, 
error or irregularity, or 
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(ii) to validate an act, matter or thing rendered 
or alleged to have been rendered invalid by or 
as a result of the omission, defect, error or 
irregularity, and 

(b) the court may make any ancillary or consequential orders it 
considers appropriate. 

(3) Unless the court orders otherwise, an order under 
subsection (2) does not prejudice the rights of a third party 
who has acquired those rights for valuable consideration and 
without notice of the omission, defect, error or irregularity that 
is the subject of the order. 

[58] Unlike s. 85 of the previous Society Act, the court is no longer expressly 

directed to consider the effect of an order on the Society and its directors, officers, 

members and creditors. Other than this change, the principles established by the 

courts in relation to the prior section remain relevant. 

[59] The general principles for intervention were summarized by McLachlin J., as 

she then was, in Leroux v. Molgat (1985), 67 B.C.L.R. 29 (S.C.): 

An election will be set aside only if substantial irregularity, calculated to affect 
the result, is shown:  Anderson v. Stewart (1921), 49 N.B.R. 25, 62 D.L.R. 98 
(C.A.). If the plaintiff establishes irregularities, the onus shifts to the 
defendants responsible for the conduct of the election to show that those 
irregularities were not calculated to affect the result. 

[60] The circumstances in Leroux involved a claim by a candidate in an election of 

union officials that serious irregularities had occurred in the conduct of the election 

which justified a declaration that the election was null and void. Of the seven alleged 

irregularities, McLachlin J. found that three substantial ones had been established. 

With each of these established irregularities McLachlin J. went on to examine 

whether the defendants had met the onus of establishing that the irregularity did not 

affect the result of the election. She concluded the onus had not been met. 

[61] The third irregularity involved a breach of the constitution's requirement for a 

secret ballot. In that case the election officials had failed to provide a private place 

for the voters to mark their ballots in some of the advance polls. In those advance 

polls no partitions were provided and members voted by placing their ballots on 

open tables or against the wall where their marks could be observed. The response 
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to this complaint was that there was ample opportunity at each polling place for an 

individual to vote secretly if they were prepared to wait their turn. Many did not take 

advantage of that opportunity and chose to vote in the public setting. 

[62] On the requirement for a secret ballot, McLachlin J. stated at 33: 

On all the evidence, I am satisfied that the vote was not conducted by secret 
ballot. Secrecy of ballot is one of the most fundamental principles in elections. 
Breach of this principle is regarded as more than a mere irregularity; it is 
always viewed as serious and substantial:  Re Hickey and Orillia (1908), 17 
O.L.R. 317 at 328 (Div. Ct.); Giesbrecht v. Chilliwack, supra, at p. 36… 
Moreover, it was required by the local union’s constitution, except where 
there was only one candidate for the office in question:  Art. 12, s. 6… It 
follows from the fact that it was quite possible for members to observe how 
other members were voting at a number of the advance polls that members 
could be identified with their votes contrary to art. 12, s. 6, of the constitution. 
The contention that they could have voted secretly had they been willing to 
wait for a private area to be free provides no answer to the actual absence of 
privacy which occurred in the course of the voting. It was up to the persons in 
charge of the election to ensure that all votes were cast secretly. 

[Emphasis added.] 

[63] McLachlin J.'s use of the word "moreover" in this excerpt is important. It 

suggests, and I agree, that there is an overriding obligation for the directors to 

conduct themselves fairly in the context of their duties, notwithstanding the absence 

of an express obligation to act fairly in the bylaws. This obligation derives from the 

general duty of a director to act in the best interests of the Society: Societies Act, 

S.B.C. 2015 c. 18, ss. 53 and 56. It could never be in the best interests of the 

Society to act unfairly. 

[64] The principles of contractual interpretation apply in reading bylaws, which 

includes that various parts of the bylaws must be interpreted in the context of the 

intentions of the parties, as evident from the bylaws as a whole: Bhandal v. Khalsa 

Diwan Society of Victoria, 2014 BCCA 291, at paras. 25-29. 

[65] The application of this approach buttresses my conclusion that there was a 

duty to act fairly in the conduct of a membership drive in that bylaw 19.9 regarding 

the establishment of an election committee shows that the Society specifically 
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intended that elections would be fair. Elections cannot be fair if the establishment of 

the list of electors through the membership drive is not also fair. 

[66] As the court held in Samra v. Guru Nanak Gurdwara Society et al., 2007 

BCSC 882, at para. 2: 

The requirements for membership in a society and the process by which 
determinations are made as to whether an applicant has met those 
requirements are matters of great importance to a society. Further, as it is 
only members who may vote at general meetings and at the election of a 
society’s executive, the integrity of the membership enrolment process is 
closely connected to the integrity of the election itself. If membership 
enrolment is not conducted fairly, then it is unlikely that the election will be 
fair. 

[67] However the court's jurisdiction to intervene in the affairs of the Society is 

limited, and the court should be hesitant to do so unless the omission, defect, error 

or irregularity falls squarely within the language and purpose of the Society Act: 

Samra at para. 57. 

Application of the Legal Principles 

[68] As in Leroux, there is only a small subset of the complaints here that rise to a level 

that justify judicial intervention.  

[69] As to Complaint 1, (Form Content), I conclude that there was no irregularity. 

The Form was unchanged in any material respect from the existing membership 

form. Pursuant to the bylaws, membership is open only to those persons who are 

"from the Ravidassia community."  There is evidence before me, including in the 

form of an affidavit sworn by the petitioner, that the concept of the "Ravidassia 

community" is and was imbued with the requirement they be of the Chamar caste. In 

this affidavit, Mr. Basra defined the Ravidassia community as follows: 

The term "from the Ravidassia community" is not specifically defined in our 
bylaws. As I have explained above members of the Ravidassia community 
are followers of Guru Ravidass who are of the Chamar Caste ancestry. 

[70] I agree with the respondent that if the board was going to interpret the term 

"Ravidassia community" as requiring that the individual be from the Chamar caste, 
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then it was reasonable to pull that information out of perspective members through 

the membership Form. This is particularly so given that this precise issue had been 

brought to the surface through an earlier human rights complaint in 2008. Were this 

issue to be found an irregularity, I would nonetheless have concluded that it was not 

a substantial one in any event. 

[71] As to Complaint 2 (the Form of Approval), there was no irregularity. The form 

was approved in all material respects at the October 2, 2016 board meeting. The 

fact that there were subsequent discussions between counsel or board members did 

not invalidate that approval. 

[72] As to Complaint 3, I find that there was no irregularity in relation to the Form 

collection, save for my comments below regarding the situation in Kelowna and 

Vernon. Although initialling certain forms was performed, there was no requirement 

in the bylaws for initialling by at least one member of every opposing group. Nor was 

there any mention of the adoption of such a requirement in the board minutes. On 

the weight of the evidence, I am unable to find an oral agreement by the board to 

adopt this as a necessary precondition to the validity of each membership 

application. 

[73] As to Complaint 4, I find no irregularity in relation to the decision to allow 

out-of-town voting in the first place. There was a board decision on this issue on 

December 1, 2016. Given that there was admittedly very bad weather that month, I 

find no reason to find that the board was acting inappropriately or in bad faith in 

seeking to improve the prospects and ability for increased out-of-town participation. 

[74] As to Complaint 5, I find no irregularity in relation to the establishment of the 

dates for out-of-town voting initially. There was no requirement in the bylaws to 

ensure a member of each opposing group would be present at each drop-off 

location. Furthermore, the provision of nine days' notice was more than adequate in 

the circumstances to provide the opportunity to participate. 
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[75] As to Complaints 8, 9, 10 and 11, I again find no irregularities. If I am wrong 

on any of these points, I would have found that any irregularity was not substantial, 

nor did it have a material impact on the membership drive. These types of pure 

procedural complaints must take into account that such issues may simply be "a 

function of the constituency", and the assessment should be sensitive to the fact that 

this is a small religious organization: Sandhu v. Khalsa Diwan Society, 2015 BCSC 

1749, at paras. 82-83. 

[76] The bylaws did not require that each membership form be sealed. The fact 

that Mr. Basra only raised this issue late in the process supports the view that it was 

not viewed as an irregularity, even by him. Nor was there a requirement in the 

bylaws to count the ballots on the very last day of the membership drive. As to the 

ballot count, while there may have been certain aspects of the form that were not 

fully completed by certain proposed members, each did have a formal declaration 

that was directly tied to the precise membership requirements. This was a 

reasonable basis upon which to accept the forms received. 

[77] This leaves Complaints 6, 7 and 12.  

[78] I find that the combination of Complaints 6 and 7 did combine to create an 

irregularity in relation to the provision of an adequate opportunity for potential 

members in Kelowna and Vernon to drop off their membership forms. In relation to 

Complaint 6, while the flight cancellation on the original date established by the 

board was unfortunate and no fault of any board member, there should at least have 

been a board meeting, however quick and informal, to establish the necessary new 

date. It was the board's responsibility to set the process for the acceptance of the 

ballots, not that of any individual board member. 

[79] This irregularity was compounded by the facts in relation to Complaint 7, 

whereby the wrong times were provided for both Kelowna and Vernon on the newly 

chosen date.  
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[80] I find that these errors and irregularities were substantial. The board had 

decided that it was important enough to assist potential members in Kelowna and 

Vernon to have a special drop-off date:  Sandhu, at para. 86. This intention was not 

executed effectively, both in terms of not obtaining proper date approval from the 

board, and then actively, although unintentionally, worsening the problem by 

providing the wrong times. The board's flawed attempts to address the issue support 

this conclusion. I also find that the board has failed to meet its resulting burden to 

show that the substantial irregularity was "not calculated to affect the result." Rather, 

the evidence is to the contrary in that there were two deponents who have indicated 

that they attempted, but failed, to drop off their ballots at the erroneous times 

provided in the notices. 

[81] I find that Mr. Ghirra's efforts to call "those that are understood in the 

community to be the heads of extended families" to let them know the proper times, 

was insufficient to cure the substantial irregularity. There is no way to know whether 

this effort at making calls was comprehensive or effective at curing all confusion, and 

indeed the evidence from the two deponents suggests that it was not. 

[82] This brings me to the final Complaint 12, being the decision to refuse 

Mr. Bhatti's application for membership. I find here as well, a substantial irregularity 

under s. 105. Membership issues are also covered by this section: The Sol Sante 

Club v. Grenier, 2006 BCSC 1804 at para. 27. 

[83] Neither the board nor Mr. Lealh took active steps with respect to Mr. Bhatti's 

offending text message again after Mr. Lealh's letter of May 24, 2016, until they 

refused membership in January 2017. This failure to address the issue promptly was 

a denial of the principles of natural justice. The Society had a specific provision for 

the expulsion of class members, but chose not to invoke it at the time the issue 

arose. This failure to adopt the most logical tool available to it coloured the 

membership renewal process for Mr. Bhatti thereafter. Principles of natural justice 

should be followed in these situations: Lakeside Colony of Hutterian Brethren v. 

Hofer, [1992] 3 S.C.R. 165; Sol Sante at para. 28. 
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[84] Particularly on the facts of this case, where the issue arises in the context of 

membership renewal for a long-time member, I do not see any basis upon which the 

principles of procedural fairness should not apply, even though the impugned act 

was not technically an expulsion. Indeed, the petitioners' argument is that it should 

have been an expulsion proceeding.  

[85] For his part, Mr. Bhatti did attempt to take steps himself at the time to finally 

resolve the issue in a timely fashion, through both his attendance at the board 

meeting on June 12, 2016, and his July 1, 2016 request that any remaining concerns 

be addressed at the July 3, 2016 annual general meeting. However, the board took 

no further formal steps following the board meeting, and did not allow the matter to 

be placed before the annual general meeting. 

[86] I find that Mr. Bhatti could reasonably have treated the matter as at a close 

when the board did not take up the issue in a timely fashion. A board reasonably 

managing their membership issues would have brought the matter forward in a 

timely fashion. It was an unreasonable exercise of any discretion they may have had 

to simply sit on the issue for more than six months. I find that the only possible basis 

for waiting was in the hope that a lesser standard with fewer procedural safeguards 

would be available at the end of the year through the membership renewal process. 

This was not a proper basis upon which to unreasonably delay management of the 

issue. I find that it was a substantial procedural irregularity not to invoke the 

expulsion provisions within a reasonable period of time after the issue arose. This 

irregularity in turn undermined the legitimacy of the decision to refuse membership 

six months later. 

[87] The concern about the board's conduct is further enhanced by the failure to 

present sufficient evidence as to the basis for the rejection of Mr. Bhatti's 

membership and, specifically, there is no clear evidence of a finding that the board 

as a whole concluded that the membership requirements were no longer met. 

Although the decision was apparently taken at the board meeting on January 27, 

2017, the Society did not put forward those minutes to show that the decision was 
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made properly and on proper grounds. Nor was there evidence that Mr. Bhatti was 

given an opportunity to respond at the January 27, 2017 meeting. 

[88] In a case where an existing member and a director is no longer going to be 

accepted as a member on grounds as fundamental to his religious identity as that 

the member was no longer viewed as a follower of the teachings of their spiritual 

leader, some evidence should have been advanced to show that there was a full and 

proper consideration by the full board of that very important issue. In this case, what 

we have is Mr. Lealh's much earlier 2016 demand for an apology, and Mr. Ghirra, 

another Sohpaul Group member's assertion in an affidavit sworn two months after 

the January 27, 2017 purported decision that: 

Mr. Bhatti refused, and continues to refuse, to retract the statement and 
apologize. It was on this basis that the Society refused his application for 
membership. 

[89] As the court stated in the context of participation in a religious organization in 

Lutz v. Faith Lutheran Church of Kelowna, 2009 BCSC 59, at para. 89: 

…  infer that exclusion from membership in a church congregation is more 
significant than exclusion from a social club where the collegiality of the 
members is paramount. The church society does not have power over a 
member’s livelihood in the way that a union or professional association might, 
but it provides a sanctuary for worship and fosters the spiritual well-being of 
its members, including the administering of the Sacraments. A society 
functioning as a church congregation is more than a social club. I infer that to 
be judged guilty of conduct grossly unbecoming a member of the body of 
Christ is much more significant to a Christian churchgoer than to be judged 
insufficiently collegial or in breach of club rules by a golf club or other social 
club formed to promote common social interests. 

[90] In Lakeside Colony, the Supreme Court of Canada stated at 195: 

The content of the principles of natural justice is flexible and depends on the 
circumstances in which the question arises. However, the most basic 
requirements are that of notice, opportunity to make representations and an 
unbiased tribunal. 

[91] In the circumstances here, I find that if a prior member and current director 

was going to be deprived membership in his long term religious organization based 

on alleged flaws in his religious beliefs, the board must conduct a full proper review 
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tied specifically to the membership requirements as at the date of the review. The 

failure at this hearing to provide a proper foundation for their January 27, 2017 

decision creates a substantial irregularity and is contrary to the principles of natural 

justice: Sol Sante at para. 34  

[92] To support their decision, the Society should have provided more 

comprehensive reasons as to how and why the board determined that Mr. Bhatti 

could no longer be viewed as an adherent of their spiritual leaders' beliefs, if that 

was indeed the basis for the decision.  

[93] Concern about the timing of the assessment of the member's qualities is also 

relevant to this conclusion. The assessment is to be made at the time of the 

membership application. Is a single, possibly intemperate, text message to a limited 

group sent six months earlier an operative reflection of an individual's religious 

beliefs at the relevant time?  Arguably not. 

[94] In any event, the Society has not filed sufficient evidence establishing their 

fresh and complete assessment of this issue to overcome the procedural concerns 

raised by Mr. Bhatti. In the court's view, the cumulative effect of the evidence, 

particularly the lack of evidence of a full and complete assessment of the board of 

the state of Mr. Bhatti's religious convictions as of the January 27, 2017 meeting, is 

sufficient to support an order setting aside the decision to refuse membership either 

under s. 105 or on the basis of the treatment of Mr. Bhatti as oppressive under 

s. 102 of the Societies Act. 

[95] In relation to the latter ground, I find that Mr. Bhatti's efforts to address the 

issue at the time the issue arose created a reasonable expectation that the matter 

had been addressed through his efforts following Mr. Lealh's May 24, 2016 letter, 

and that he did suffer unfair prejudice when the issue was brought back to the fore 

through his membership application more than six months later. 
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Evidentiary Objections 

[96] I note that the petitioners raised certain evidentiary objections regarding aspects of the 

respondent’s affidavits. I will not address the specifics of the complaints in detail but would 

note that the results above did not hinge on any of the specific pieces of evidence challenged. 

In particular, I note the need for evidence of complaints about the ability to access the 

drop-off sites is mitigated by the admitted ability of the court to take judicial notice of the 

extremely bad weather in December 2016. I have also placed no weight on the suggestion 

that Mr. Basra was "angling for a lawsuit" or was being "unnecessarily adversarial" as I do 

not find such evidence to be necessary to reach the conclusions I have. 

[97] In any event, I find that the key evidence complained of, being paragraph 6 of 

the Ghirra Affidavit #1 and paragraphs 21 and 40 of Ghirra Affidavit # 2 are 

admissible, not to establish the truth of the contents, but to establish a verbal act, as 

that term is used in Trus Joist (Western) Ltd. v. United Brotherhood of Carpenters 

and Joiners of America, Local 1598, [1982] B.C.J. No. 87 at para. 9. 

[98] That verbal act is said to have caused a board reaction, whether it was true or 

not. The Society accepts that it cannot and does not proffer this evidence for its 

truth, and hence I have not used it for this purpose. Alternatively, this evidence, 

along with paragraphs 8, 18 and 24 of Ghirra Affidavit # 2 provided some limited 

evidence of good faith on the part of Mr. Ghirra. In other words, the evidence could 

at least go to establishing the board members' state of mind. Certainly bad faith 

would have given weight to the petitioners' merits arguments, and was certainly an 

element suggested in their material and submissions. As such, the respondent 

cannot be faulted for seeking to put forward some evidence of board members' bona 

fides. 

[99] However, I have avoided attributing weight to unsourced or self-serving 

evidence beyond these limited purposes and have reduced the weight attributed to it 

as a result of the failure to provide specific attribution. 
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Remedy 

[100] The two irregularities identified above were substantial and support judicial 

intervention. The parties have both suggested that they would like an opportunity to see if 

they can agree on the precise terms of any remedies, but that this Court should remain seized 

of the matter, particularly as there were aspects of the petition that were not addressed at the 

hearing, being the conduct of the February 5, 2017 extraordinary general meeting. I am 

prepared to follow this approach, which was also adopted in Sandhu at para. 99. 

[101] However, I do wish to set out certain findings and general principles as to the 

appropriate remedy in order to guide the parties in their discussions and to minimize 

the prospect for further conflict. 

[102] The cases call for a conservative approach to any remedy. In Samra, at 

para. 120, the court ordered that only those ballots processed contrary to the proper 

process be invalidated. In Kaila v. Khalsa Diwan Society, 2004 BCSC 1399, an 

irregularity in registration was remedied by the court directing a further period of 

membership enrollment. 

[103] In the present case, the parties should reflect upon the fact that I have not 

found any irregularity warranting judicial intervention in relation to those forms that 

were counted and accepted. Rather, the findings I have made were only directed to 

the following concerns:  (1) not all potential members in Kelowna and Vernon may 

have been given an adequate opportunity to submit their membership forms; and (2) 

the board refused Mr. Bhatti's application without a fair and proper evaluation. 

Hopefully, this guidance will assist the parties in crafting an appropriately narrow 

consent remedy, failing which they may bring the matter back before me. 

[104] I note that this religious society, like many others before it, has argued that 

the court should stay out of the operation of religious societies to the extent possible. 

We agree. Courts do not wish to intrude any more than the societies and their 

members wish us to intrude, but the best way to avoid such intrusions is for all 

members to act fairly and cooperatively, and to be kind to one another. 
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Costs 

[105] I am prepared to hear submissions on costs, but I would signal that given the mixed 

result, my inclination is to have each party bear their own costs as the court recommended in 

a similar situation in Samra, at para. 124. 

[106] Any follow on, counsel?   

[107] MR. CUTTLER:  Pardon me?   

[108] THE COURT:  Any follow-on concerns?  

[109] MR. CUTTLER:  Well, we have the consent order from the opening hearing 

that is signed if Your Lordship is inclined to sign it out, or we can just submit it 

through the normal course. I realize it is Friday afternoon, so ... 

[110] THE COURT: Oh, you mean the consent order on the amendments.  

[111] MR. CUTTLER:  Yes. 

[112] THE COURT:  I am fine to sign it now.  

[113] MR. CUTTLER:  Thank you, My Lord. I will just hand it up.  

[114] THE COURT:  The only other thing I would signal to counsel is that I will be 

on holidays commencing July 12 through August 16. If you need me desperately I 

am sure they can find me, but hopefully that will not be required.  

[115] MR. CUTTLER:  Well, My Lord, I mean, just in reflecting upon Your Lordship's 

reasons, I think it is appropriate for counsel and I of course to discuss as soon as 

possible, including even on the issue of costs. I do not think today is the time to 

make those submissions. 

[116] THE COURT:  Yes.  

[117] MR. CUTTLER:  If at all. 
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[118] THE COURT:  Yes. Okay. I will leave that to counsel. Anything else?   

[119] MR. DOSANJH:  My Lord, I hesitate to raise this.  

[120] THE COURT:  Please do, please hesitate.  

[121] MR. DOSANJH:  But only because it seemed to feature prominently in Your 

Lordship's reasons, I felt it necessary to point out that the Society did not advance 

Mr. Bhatti's religious convictions or his adherence to the teachings of Shri Guru 

Ravidass as a basis for rejecting. It was advanced on the basis that he may not 

abide by the purposes and goals of the Society, which was the -- unfortunately I do 

not have the copy of the bylaws with me because it just did not make it onto that 

tablet, but I believe it was the subparagraph underneath the one about Shri Guru 

Ravidass. 

[122] THE COURT:  I can confirm that that would not have altered the result, but I 

appreciate you raising the issue.  

[123] MR. DOSANJH:  Okay.  

[124] MR. CUTTLER:  Thank you, My Lord. What I would propose, because I am 

also going on holiday, I am not sure about my friend. But that we try to at least 

convey through Trial Division as early as possible as to where we are at and see if 

we can --  

[125] THE COURT:  Yes.  

[126] MR. CUTTLER:  -- do what we need to get in front of you next week. 

[127] THE COURT:  That would be fine. Yeah, you can get me Monday or 

Tuesday, and then you have lost me.  

[128] MR. CUTTLER:  Thank you, My Lord. 

[129] THE COURT:  Thank you, counsel. I would just thank you in particular. This was my 

first Societies Act case, and having two experienced counsel to educate me will make me 
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more intelligent going forward. I see from the case law that this is not the first or likely the 

last time that these issues will arise, so a good grounding will be helpful. Thank you. 

“Branch J.” 
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